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The Association Corner
My Dear Friends,
I hope this newsletter finds you all, and your families, healthy and coping well with life
being upended in the way that it has. The annual Christmas dance which has always been
a marquee event in the GOANJ calendar is the latest victim to the pandemic this year.
In line with CDC guidelines, we have canceled our annual Xmas get together.
We remain optimistic that there will be plenty of opportunities to get together in 2021.
There have been no in-person events since the pandemic started. However, GOANJ in
partnership with the Goan Association of NY organized a live streamed and socially
distanced show and fund raiser with Goa's Hottest band A26 on Oct 4th (you can read
more about the show and the singers themselves in this newsletter). We are looking to
hold more socially distanced events, and we welcome ideas and suggestions. So, drop us a
note with your suggestions to, committee@goanj.com.
As the pandemic raging on, and our lives continue to be thrown in disarray, globally,
including in our ancestral home of Goa, our members have found ways to demonstrate acts
of kindness and generosity. A member’s initiated, and GOANJ supported COVID relief
project for Goa has taken shape. In this endeavor, GOANJ has partnered with other major
Goan associations in the US and Canada to unite together to collect funds and donations
to help subsidize or sponsor various Goan COVID Relief projects for all our impacted
fellow Goans in Goa. There are two phases! Phase I deals with immediate relief, and
Phase II addresses a much wider scope to provide relief for fellow Goans impacted by the
COVID 19 disaster. Please look out for the flyer in this newsletter to see how you can
make your Tax-deductible donations to GOANJ in, as much as your means allow.
In the newsletter, you will find our various sponsors and advertisers. Do keep them in
mind the next time you travel, or are looking for a new home or even Goan sausages.

As always, a huge thanks to all our newsletter contributors. Keep your articles coming!
A Blessed Christmas and a Healthy New Year 2021
Mog Asu,
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GOA OUTREACH
PHASE-1
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WORLD GOA DAY 2020
A “virtual” success
World Goa Day, a celebration of everything Goan. Goan culture, music, art, theatre, our “Goan
Heritage”. You don’t have to be Goan to partake in this event, World Goa Day brings to life

the Goan in each of us.
For the past two years, Gladston Tavares and Creative Director Effie Tavares of Invictus Films Inc, New
York, USA, have organized World Goa Day as an outdoor event, collaborating with various associations
in the tri-state area. However this year, due to the COVID-19 PANDEMIC, they unveiled a “VIRTUAL”
version of WORLD GOA DAY 2020. The event was initially scheduled to be held on August 30, 2020,
but the response from participants was so overwhelming that the event was rescheduled to September 06,
2020 to accommodate all entries.
The event highlighted Goan Art, Culture, Tradition, Language, and Music. This year there was an
assortment of performances that made it truly diverse. It included local as well as professional talent.
Thank you to all the performers, organizers and volunteers!
Click the link below to watch WORLD GOA DAY 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VFbegG75rQ&t=26s

Gladston Taveras

Effie Taveras

Thank you Invictus Films for bringing us together as one big Goan family.
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CURBSIDE CARDIOLOGY
Covid has taught each of us to innovate in all areas of life.
Dr. Daniel Mascarenhas ensures great patient care through
Curbside Cardiology
Click link below to watch
https://youtu.be/lKQRJ73HuT0

TRICK OR TREAT?
The Faria 3!

Dr. Daniel Mascarenhas

Halloween Fun
for everyone

knows that laughter is the best
medicine.

So, he surprised his patients for

Halloween dressing up as a hot dog!
To quote him,

“I’m a Hallo-weiner.”
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Chris Nunes

Congratulations Saint Xavier’s Academy!

Sister Monica and students

Over the past few years GOANJ members have donated to
St. Xavier’s Academy, a co-ed school for the differentlyabled. We have helped in the renovation of the flooring and
bathrooms, sponsoring the education of 22 students, and
procurement of two TV’s. Presently we have raised funds so
that in lieu of upgrading the existing chapel structure, we will
assist in having the chapel on the ground floor of the
proposed renovation of the residence for the priests and
nuns. This renovation and construction is within an existing
building which is falling apart and requires multiple approvals
from the local and central government.

The process of approval is arduous and is moving forward at
a slower pace due to Covid-19. Since the residence where the
priests and nuns reside is in grave disrepair these improvements are necessary. Having a chapel on site will
benefit everyone at the school and will be a welcome addition.
All of the monies donated have been put to good use for this
noteworthy school. It has achieved 100 percent results for the 11th year
in the SSC exams, and for the first time in higher secondary school
(12th standard). Despite their disabilities, the 16 students in the SSC
consisting of hearing impaired, intellectually disabled and autistic
secured results with eight distinctions and eight first classes.

Among the seven students in the Higher Secondary consisting of
hearing impaired, intellectual disability and cerebral palsy, one secured
distinction and six first classes. Sister Monica Coelho, Headmistress of
the school was extremely pleased with the outstanding results.

GOANJ is proud of
you !

Additionally Sister Monica Coelho, an outstanding nun exceptional in
handling and teaching these students received a special award as a best high school headmistress.
Heartfelt congratulations go to the students, as well as Sister Monica.

Your donations continue to change the lives of these children. We should all be proud of their achievement.

Saint Xavier’s Academy is a project of Caritas Goa with Fr. Maverick Fernandes as the Director.
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Corona Virus The Pandemic and the Lesson
Antonio A A Pinto
Benaulim

Oh Corona virus from China you came.
Rattled the whole world within days by your name.
A pandemic killer and you made us languish.
Your effect is devastating and has caused us pain and anguish.
You are ruthless to people far and near.
The whole world is living in distress and in fear.
What a mess you have created and normal life is disrupted.
We are now isolated for fear of getting corrupted.
Many are dead and gone and the vaccine is not in sight.
People are helping one another and putting up the fight.
Praying fervently to the Gods for a cure to this malaise.
Whether it will happen soon is hard and difficult to realize.
Scientists are on toes to discover the vaccine.
How difficult and traumatic it is we cannot imagine.
The businesses are badly affected, economies hit hard.
Not sure what's lies ahead as we have to keep guard.
All travel is suspended and lockdown is in place.
Social distancing is to be maintained and a mask on the face.
No feasting and no free movement is what we are down to.
This is all necessary for prevention of the disease on me and you.
Now in this there's a lesson that we have to learn.
Never to discriminate against religion but respect we have to earn.
Live life respecting all human beings whether near or far.
Irrespective of caste, creed or religion God will bless you for who you are.
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What a Band(h) It Is!
For many of us who didn’t get a chance to go to Goa this year, thank you, Marvin and
the Goan Association, for bringing a bit of Goa to New Jersey. Rather than chorizo
pao and feni, it’s music that first comes to mind when I think of a Goan!! And what
fantastic musicians we did see that Sunday, October 4th, 2020, while we enjoyed our
lunch and danced the afternoon away!!
A26, the BEST band in Goa, and I might venture to say one of India’s leading bands, made us Goans
proud as they rocked NY and NJ with their versatile music. Their set list included
songs by various favorite American artists, a medley of Michael Jackson’s
popular numbers, Portuguese music and, of course, amchem konkani kantara.
Their blues and jazz rendition of “Bebdo” was simply outstanding.

Lead guitarist Grayston Vaz’s dogs, Duke and Tucker, enjoyed rolling around to
“New York, New York”!
Max Almeida - Sharon Almeida’s dog, was definitely dressed for the occasion!!

Max Almeida

A26 began with Lester Rodrigues practicing in his home-A26 Saunta Vaddo in
Calangute, Goa and went on to become the fabulous band that it is today.
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I interviewed Lester Rodrigues, one of the founders and lead vocalist of A26
1. What led you to form A26, and what have your past gigs been like?
I am a trained chef with over 19 years of experience in the hospitality industry. It was during
that time that I broke out into the live Goan band scene. It has been 11 years since we formed
A26 and this 7 member set up has been relentlessly playing gigs across the length and breadth
of India and the world over. From the humble yet talent-filled state of Goa, we’ve made it our
mission to take stage performances to the next level. Having played in countries like Poland,
Denmark, Croatia, England, Africa, Bangkok, the UAE and its territories, the band has grown
in reputation over the past 10 years.

2. How much time do you spend practicing for an event seeing that you do your own music
renditions and mash ups? What recognition have you received?
The endless hours of practice and perseverance have given us a reputation of being a very tight
and professional band. This has led to repeated nominations for awards such as the INCA
Indian Nightlife Awards (two years in a row) and the prestigious WOW Asia Awards 2020 for
Best Wedding, Social Events, and Best Corporate Band categories, respectively. We have
entertained a variety of high profile clients for weddings and social events in and out of the
country. From the Ambani family to the Future Group tycoon Kishore Biyani, the clientele list
stretches across celebrities, sportsmen, like Yuvraj Singh, and business magnets. We practice
so much that we see each other more than we see our families, but we love every minute of it.

3. Tell us a bit about each of your exceptionally talented band members.
Being a multi-genre cover band, we are made up of multi-instrumentalists. The bass guitarist,
Marwino D’costa, plays a total of 16 instruments, including the flute. Alfin Fernandes, the
keyboardist and one of the band’s founders, is a seasoned trumpet player. Joe Pereira, the
drummer and backbone of the band, also contributed to the band’s establishment. Though
Classic Rock has been an all-time favorite, with influences like Toto and Journey, we have
managed to cross over through all genres with authenticity and ease. Grayston Vaz, the
lead guitarist, brings the house down with his electrifying guitar work and has a fan following
all his own. Chrystal Farrell, who shares the stage vocally, is known and loved for her jazzy
and powerful voice that adds glamour, color and variety to the band. The final musician
completing this melting pot is Ignatius Rodrigues, the second keyboardist, who is well
known for being a magician on the keys.

4. What has it been like for the music industry in Goa now that there are no events, weddings,
dances or shows?
Like everywhere else, the pandemic has taken its toll the entertainment industry, and Goa is
unlikely to have its usual Goan live beach shows and dances for the holidays like past times.
However, we have to look ahead. A26 has enjoyed entertaining and enthralling audiences the
world over for the past 10 years and is now all set to take the next 10 by storm. Original
compositions and tours are the next goal and all 7 members are hands-on in making that the
biggest accomplishment for the band yet.
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A Big Thank
You to all our
healthcare
professionals
and essential
workers
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Adrienne cooking her turkey

Mascarenhas Family

Menezes Family

Martins Family

Chris Nunes ready for Christmas

Fernandes & Mascarenhas Family
Almeida Family

Menu chez Sue &
Trevor Pinto

Tyler and Tara DeBellis
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Rocky
giving
thanks

Menezes Family

Chris, Brady & Dianne

Levi

Family

DaCruz family

Nunes Family

Pinto Family
Fr. Basilio

Thank you for sharing your photographs
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Thankful for my family, friends, teachers, good health
and all the frontline workers like my Mom
( Jason Paes)
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Deline da Costa

“Gratitude turns what you have into enough!” said St. Teresa of Calcutta (also known to us as Mother
Teresa). She devoted her life in helping the poor, the sick and the marginalized of our society and saw
the face of God in every person she encountered.
Her mission is carried on by the sisters of the Missionaries of Charity, who have homes all over the
world. The sisters lead simple lives and devote their
time in prayer and helping the needy. Every home,
mostly located in inner city neighborhoods, serves as a
beacon of hope to those less fortunate. A sanctuary
where all are treated with kindness, respect and dignity.
The sisters rely a great deal on volunteers.
For the past several years members of the GOANJ
have been volunteering at the homes in Newark, NJ
and Norristown, PA (those of us of us belonging to the
St. Francis Xavier Novena Group). We volunteered
mainly by cooking food and serving lunch on weekends
Missionaries of Charity, Norristown, PA
in their soup kitchen. The experience was always both
humbling and rewarding.
All this changed when the pandemic hit. There were still the hungry to feed (maybe more so than
before) but with the added challenges of lockdowns, social distancing, extra sanitizing etc. all of
which prevented indoor gatherings. These challenges did not deter the sisters from doing their good
work, they just changed course and found new ways, while trying to keep themselves and the people
they helped, safe. The pandemic changed their needs as well. While before, they welcomed donated
cooked foods, they now needed groceries, take out containers, sanitizing supplies like wipes, bleach
etc., which sometimes were in short supply.
These past few months, GOANJ and the SFX Novena group in PA have been assisting Missionaries of
Charity homes in Newark and Norristown. A portion of the funds collected during the COVID relief
drive held earlier this year, were allocated in helping the sisters. At the Norristown home, the sisters
previously depended on volunteers for transportation and trips to the grocery store. So, we stepped in
and helped get them the needed supplies. Every few weeks the sisters give us their list of needed items
which we purchase and deliver to the home.
The pandemic continues, and with it the economic fallout for so many of our brethren. As
Thanksgiving and Christmas approach, the SFX Novena group has organized a winter coat drive and
goodie bags for kids in the Norristown area, in addition to the regular supply of needed groceries.
This is a small attempt to bring some cheer in the lives of those much less fortunate. As we celebrate
Thanksgiving with our families, may we be grateful for the many blessings in our lives, and always
find it in our hearts to give.

Happy Thanksgiving and a Blessed Christmas to all
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Speak Konkani
KONKANIM
ULOI
DUSREM XIKSAN (SECOND LESSON)
PANAJI ( PANJIM)

Maka Panaji povunk zai
( I want to see or explore Panjim )
(Maka - I or me)
(Zai – Want)

Maka cidade-in bovunk zai
(I want to go around the city)
(Cidade – City)

Capital of GOA

Zabab ( Reply)
Kitem tuka Povunk zai?

What do you want to see?
(Kitem – What)

Borem (Okay/Fine)

Hanga tuka povunk meuta.
(Here you get to see)

(Bovunk – Go around)

(hanga – here)
(meuta – get)

Maka famad suvantincher vhor.
(Take me to famous places)

Santa Immaculada Conceicao igroz

(famad – famous)
(suvantincher – Places)

Goa-em povunk kitle tourist eita
eka vorsa?
(How many tourists visit Goa each
year?)
(Goa-em – Goa)
(Kitle – How many)

( tuka – you)

(igroz – church)

(Our Lady of Immaculate Conception
church)
Madovi Nuim
(nuim – river)
(Madovi River)
Miramar Veller veller – beach)
Panaji dockeir. (dockeir – port)

Har vorsa chear lakh tourist eita.
Every year 400k tourists visit Goa

( Har – Every)(Vorsa–
Year) (Eita- Visit)

Magir Amin Jevunk vochunia.
(Next, we will go to eat)

Meuia tinga!
(See you there!)
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Want to Speak Konkani?

It’s just a click away with Tatum’s “KONKANI IS KOOL”

Konkani Is Kool With Tatum - Episode 1 Let's Have Fun - YouTube
In the first episode of Konkani Is Kool With Tatum, Have fun learning simple
introductory words and sentences in Konkani.

www.youtube.com

Felicia’s Kitchen
Guess What’s
Cooking in
Chef Felicia’s kitchen?

One smart Cookie!

Click on the link below to find
out!

Felicia's Cooking Video: https://youtu.be/Pu44mQLy72o
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The Race for a Vaccine to Treat COVID-19

Evo Alemao, RPh, MS, Ph.D.

Donald J. P. Pinto Ph.D.

Introduction
The virus responsible for the current pandemic of corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is known as
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).

Therapeutics– Vaccines & Antibodies
Vaccines and Antibodies are two main therapeutics, that are important for the prevention and treatment

of COVID-19. It is important to understand their differences.
Antibodies are molecules made by your immune system in response to an infection. For example, they are
harvested from patients who have already been infected. COVID-19 patients are injected with the
antibodies to help them fight off an infection.

On the other hand, a vaccine is made up of a piece of a virus, or an inactivated virus, or a live virus that no
longer has the ability to cause disease. When administered, the vaccine has the ability to trick the immune
system as if it is under attack by a foreign virus, there by allowing the body to develop a long term
memory which is necessary to ward of future infections before it can do any damage.

It is important to know that antibodies are used as a treatment option and vaccines are used as a preventive
option for SARS-CoV2. Current treatment options range from antibiotics (azithromycin) powerful
immuno suppressant agents (dexamethasone) including biologics (Tocilizumab), antiviral drugs
(Remdesivir) and antibodies from people who have recovered from COVID-19 or synthetic antibodies
(Regeneron’s & Lilly’s antibody cocktail).
Immune modulators like interferons and anti-parasitics like Ivermectin have also been used. Remdesivir
in combination with other therapies have shown mixed results, while combinations that include
hydroxychloroquine are less effective. Anticoagulants when appropriate have been used to prevent or
reduce clot formation within the lungs. Poor lung function reduces oxygen blood supply for brain
function. In these cases enhanced ventilation by means of high flow oxygen or non-invasive ventilation
(BiPAP), i.e. placing patients in prone position (to open up more airways ) are being deployed. In severe
cases mechanical ventilation is required.
19

Vaccine Development
Availability of a vaccine to treat COVID-19 will greatly reduce the case rates and mortality rates.
Generally, it takes a few years for a vaccine to move from exploratory phase to final regulatory approval.
In case of COVID-19 vaccine development, some of these timelines/phases are being combined e.g.

combining Phases I & II or Phases II & III to expedite the development process. There are multiple
vaccine platforms that have been used to develop vaccines and these are represented in Figure 1.
These platforms differ primarily in the way the antigens are processed for the antigen presenting cells.
Figure 1: Vaccine Platforms

Currently there are over 165 vaccines in various stages of development against SARS-CoV2, these are
primarily vaccines for use in adult patients (Pfizer’s and JNJ vaccines have begun Phase-III studies in
pediatric population). Of these around 33 vaccine candidates that have entered human clinical trials are
represented in Figure 2.
The vaccine platforms are diverse, and the ones leading the pack are based on newer platforms of nucleic
acid or genetic vaccines. The biggest advantages of these new platforms are that they are easy to
manufacture. DNA based vaccines are more stable then RNA vaccines (RNA vaccines need to be stored at
very low temperature for stability) however, the DNA vaccines are difficult to deliver to the target cells.

The publication of the SAR CoV-genome in Jan 2020 allowed for rapid deployment of the nucleic acid/
gene vaccine platforms.
Vaccine developers are mainly targeting the spike (S) protein and its variants as the primary antigen. Since

there have been no approved vaccines using the nuclei acid/gene platform, rigor is a must to determine its
effectiveness, safety and durability of effect of these new platforms. The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines
are the most advanced and early readouts will occur in the 4Q of 2020.
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Several other vaccine candidates notably by JNJ, AstraZeneca-Oxford are in advanced stages of
development and could take several months for us to know the scope and safety of these.
The primary driver and endpoint for all these vaccines are safety and efficacy. Safety is of utmost
importance as there has to be an understanding of the risks these pose. With respect to efficacy it is
assumed that some level of efficacy will be realized but the durability and length of protection will have
to be ascertained. Given the speed of development, it is hard to imagine these questions will be thoroughly
interrogated.
Figure 2
COVID-19 Vaccines in Late Stages (Phase II & III) Development

Final Thoughts
While advances have been made in the treatment of severely infected patients, the death rates are low when

compared to those infected. Currently, the US mortality due to COVID is > 230K and is the highest in the
world. It’s a dubious distinction we have as the world leader in healthcare and technology. Recently,
infection rate has crept up as we enter the winter season. While there is a great anticipation for a COVID
vaccine, the roll out for vaccines cannot come fast enough. When a vaccine does arrive be patient, for

distribution protocols to be finalized. Unfortunately, COVID is here to stay, so mask up, practice good
hygiene, social distance and stay safe.

Update
At the time of publication of this article, Pfizer/Biontech reported positive results (90% effective in
preventing COVID-19) from their Phase III trial and will be submitting data to US FDA review &
approval for commercialization.
21

For further information, please refer to the CDC and FDA websites .
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Disclaimer
The article is written based on scientific data accumulated from the scientific community and is intended
to educate the general public on COVID-19 and the treatment options including vaccine development.

As scientists, we have described in this article the current understanding in the field, and our
understanding of the literature

Sage
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God Bless

Honora Grace-Ann
Baptized in South Weymouth, MA
10/11/2020

Congratulations Proud parents, Ian and Karen Martins
God Parents, Kevin Martins and Katelyn Whitehead
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Frederica Quiterio had once mentioned she was nearing a milestone
birthday on October 12, 2020.
Alan Lobo, who loves to surprise everybody,
started planning a social distance party for her right
away.
On October 17th some friends gathered together at
Red Bank National Park at noon for spicy
pomfrets, tandoori chicken spicy shrimps on a
skewer, a variety of trimmings and desserts along with
a special birthday cake!
We chatted, played Boggle and finally strolled along
the Delaware River. It was remarkable to remember
the fact that some of us had met about 30 years ago at
the 1st Goan Association dance.

Thanks Alan for such an enjoyable event.

September 21 proved to be a special day for Elina Gomes, one of the GOANJ’s earliest
members. She, along with her dear departed
husband Lino, joined the Goan Association in 1991.
Both Lino and Elina contributed so much to the
Association and Alan Lobo was giving back in a
delightful way to her. Quarantined due to the
pandemic and only able to join family and friends
outside, Alan organized half hour Intervals for
friends to visit.

Elina and Alan

You can tell by the smile on her face that Elina was thrilled to see old friends and celebrate ties that
remain strong, bound with much love.
Elina’s pleasant personality and engaging smile: A gift she keeps on giving!
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I’m Scruffy
Faria!
I’m cuter than a
button!

Hi, I’m JASPER FERNANDES
“THE FIRST DOG”

I’m Rocky
Not Balboa—But
Fernandes.
Welcome to my
space– Out of
space– NASA I’m
all suited up!
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Christmas is not
about what we have
but “Who” we have!
“Baby Jesus”
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Youth Enlightened

Chantelle Faria

Youth Enlightened is a high school student-run organization aspiring to help those in need of tutoring in a
variety of subjects worldwide. Due to the outbreak of Covid-19, Youth Enlightened offers Free Virtual
Tutoring for students in Kindergarten through high school during the 2020-2021 academic school year.
We are committed to giving students the best resources possible. Not only do we offer free virtual tutoring,
Youth Enlightened now offers Free Essay Editing and Homework Hour from Monday to Friday from
6:30 to 7:30 pm.
Additionally for Teens, Youth Enlightened is looking for high-achieving students in high school and college to
join our mission in helping students.
Northeast Times Article: https://northeasttimes.com/2020/09/24/local-high-schoolstudents-offering-free-online-tutoring/
6 ABC interview: https://6abc.com/education/northeast-high-schoolers-create-free-onlinetutoring-service/6560252/
Fox 29 live interview: https://www.fox29.com/news/2-local-students-seek-to-make-adifference-by-creating-a-free-online-tutoring-site
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Rosy Bai, Chicken Tikka, Copper, Butter Chicken, Dharuwala
Chickens have always been a part of our lives growing up back in India. We felt our children
were missing out on this opportunity so decided to give them this experience. We took our
three children to see baby chickens on a farm in Franklinvile.
The love story began and there was no turning back.
Our chickens- Rosy bai, Chicken tikka, Copper, Butter Chicken, Dharuwala ( names picked
by the kids) became part of our family. They are a joy to watch and have as pets. We also
get fresh eggs daily from our chickens. They are smart, friendly, sharp, loving and very cute.

Cluck Cluk
Meal Time!

Roweena spending quality
time with
Rosi bai, Chicken Tikka,
Copper , Butter Chicken and
Dharuwala
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Antonio A.A Pinto relative of Donald & Blossom Pinto who lives in Goa, has taken these pictures of everyday sights and places especially for GOANJ

Betim - Panjim Ferry service

Paddy field ( uncultivated)

Mandovi Bridge ( Atal
Sethu ) Panjim

Mary Immaculate Church , Panjim

Kadamba Bus Stop

Vegetable Market
Panjim

Margao Municipal building
Margao Garden

Benaulim Cemetery, St John the Baptist

Benaulim Fisherman pulling his net
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Chantelle Faria

Chantelle Faria
. In mid-March, the country was forced to shut down. There was panic in the air; the future was uncertain.
Everyone was required to operate remotely. Schools held online zoom classes, assigned work on google
classroom, and used various other online platforms to accommodate the situation. The transition from
in-person learning to virtual learning was tough, and the expectations were low. Teachers and students were
all struggling; many were without devices and a stable internet connection. The school year ended quickly
and everyone thought that all our troubles would be over by the end of summer.

In September, many schools intended to operate on a hybrid model however, many districts reversed their
decision and went virtual. My school operated on a hybrid model which was a rough transition. I go in every
other day, have my temperature taken and complete a questionnaire before I enter the building. The Hybrid
model has its pros and cons.
The pros of the hybrid model are that classes are shorter, longer breaks between classes, and we can attend
class from home and school. There are fewer time-wasters, and we get more productive work done in a
shorter period of time. The cons are that teachers overload us with more work - not intentionally, they just
feel that because no one asks too many questions, they feel that we are understanding more, hence their
pace is much faster. Unfortunately, they miss out that the attention spans of teenagers are far shorter when
we are at home, staring at the screens and imagining what the next meal is going to be. Screen time in front
of the computer is far more than it used to be at the beginning of the year and that itself is not a healthy
thing.
Additionally, not only did the students have their ups and down with the new normal, but many teachers
were also unsure of how to use their devices, Schoology (one of the many applications that we are using)
keeps crashing, teachers are getting kicked out of the zoom call and there is always a bad internet
connection because everyone at home is connected to the office network. These are stressful times for all;
students, teachers, parents.
When asked about the Hybrid Model, a student said, “ it is very stressful and overwhelming! I cope with my
stress by crocheting” she added, “but no matter what I just try to find time for myself and my friends even
if I’m super busy. ” Another said, “It’s all way too much work! I need a break.”
Although some are on a hybrid model, many are attending school virtually. Virtual classes require students
to attend their classes via zoom. Oftentimes, teachers tend to forget they exist which makes it difficult for
the students to do well in that class. Zoom classes are way more stressful than going to school. When asked
about the Virtual Model, a student said, “it’s kind of sad, I feel like I’m missing all my real high school
experiences”. While others said, “I feel stuck in my own home, there is way too much work and there’s
nothing I can do to get a real break.”

These uncertain times can be overwhelming for all. However, it is important to remember to take a break
and step away from all your problems by taking a walk around your neighborhood, facetime your friends,
meet up with friends, or watch a movie.. Just remember to stay safe and take care of your mental and
physical health.
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HAPPENINGS

BIBLE STUDY
Every 2 weeks on
Zoom
If you desire to grow in your
relationship with Our Creator and Lord Jesus Christ, join the Bible
study conducted by one of our members, Norman D’Souza.
Anyone interested may contact Norman directly at
normandsouza100@gmail.com

PRAYER TEAM
These times are challenging - situations that leave us afraid, frightened, uncertain……
but never alone.
A faith filled and faithful group of prayer team warriors are at your side whenever called
upon to lend a spiritual outreach to those in need. For those needing prayers or for anyone
wishing to be a part of the Prayer Team, please contact Wilma Martins
at vilmalfmartins@gmail.com or Dianne Nunes at dianneenunes@gmail.com

Your requests are confidential and placed before our Heavenly family with the promise of
our Lord’s comfort, touch and healing. God bless you and your loved ones. May you be
renewed by His promises.
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As we close the year on 2020, we thank our Lord for the graces we received, the faith that
brought us as one community, the strength to face all adversity, the opportunity to be
Christ to one and another. We pray for the loved ones we lost, and the memory we will
always cherish.

As we look forward with hope to a Faith and Peace filled 2021, Deacon Francis has written
A Salvation prayer that we can pray as one family.

SALVATION PRAYER
Heavenly Father, in the name of Your Son Jesus, by the power of Your Holy Spirit,
and through the powerful intercession of our Holy Mother Mary, we ask you to
forgive us our sins; rid us of all evil and all that is not of You.
Fill us instead with Your Holy Spirit. We ask Jesus to become our personal Lord and
Savior. May we be given the gift of knowledge and understanding, and also the
wisdom to fully interpret Your Holy Will.
Let us grow Spiritually each day. We know that we may not become perfect
overnight, but the we can strive for perfection on a daily basis.
When we fall, we 'll say we are sorry and ask you for Your grace to help us
become stronger .
Lord Jesus, we ask you to save us, our family and friends, and the whole world.
We rely on your Holy Love and Divine Mercy, as we place all our trust in You, that
we will one day, after this earthly test is done, be with You in Heaven and enjoy
Eternal Happiness.
Amen.
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GOANJ Committee wishes everyone
A blessed Christmas and
A holy and healthy New Year 2021!
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For more details, go to https://www.lovandjoygoancreations.com
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Looking to Grow Your Business?
If you are looking to launch a new business or grow an existing
business, consider advertising in the Goan Connection.
Reach an educated and culturally sensitive audience in New Jersey,
New York. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and beyond.
Send the content of your advertisement in a Word document to
committee@goanj.com
Our yearly rates ( for 4 inserts, spread over 4 issues) are as follows:
2 inch, 1 column
1/3 page
1/2 page
Full page

$ 20
$12
$150
$250

Contact
Marvin Fernandes
at 973 495 6298
for all your advertising
needs.
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As you celebrate Christmas
and New Year
with loved ones
decorating the tree, making the crib,
caroling, forming kalkals, or even as
you hang up the mistletoe

Remember to take photos to share,
stories to tell
We want to hear all about it in the
Goan Connection
In the New Year!
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Looking for more ways
to keep in touch?

GOAN
INSTAGRAM
The Goan Association of New Jersey
@goanassociationofnewjersey91

TWEET TWEET
GOANJ is now on Twitter
Twitter handle - Goa_NJ

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK
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